Interning with Manuel Trigo of El Caballo Rey
It was scary to enter the unknown and it was entirely worth it to pick up
horse and home and enter this educational experience.
I decided to spend a few months interning with Manuel in Cave Creek, AZ because I was at a
personal and professional crossroads in my life. As a professional instructor with a lineage of
horsemanship on my side, I wanted to be on the receiving end of learning as well as shift out of
my personal comfort zone. It was scary to enter the unknown and it was entirely worth it to pick up
horse and home and enter this educational experience.

I met Manuel in Colorado
when I sought him out to
observe his training then
subsequently worked with
him during private lessons
and clinics in New Mexico. I
had vetted Manuel’s
teaching and training over
the past six years or so and
knew an internship was my
next step when I asked myself “What would I do if I weren’t afraid?”.

An internship with Manuel is an intense

experience. And with intensity comes
incredible value.
For starters, being a student is humbling. While I
brought over 40 years experience to the internship,
I consciously started in a state of willingness and
receptivity, adopting “beginner’s mind” as much as
possible.
Immersion with a variety of horses at a relatively
high rate of speed—because there are only so
many hours in the day—is such a powerful
learning opportunity and I particularly enjoyed a
day where I had time to work with the horses at my
own timing, processing what I had been learning
from Manuel, and translating it to that specific
horse.
To use a powerful metaphor in the time of COVID19, it reminds me of filling up our grocery carts with
a mountain of amazing food (learning from
Manuel) but then taking it home and beginning to
prepare the food and dining on all of the nourishment over time (translation of teachings). A few
months with Manuel only scratches the very surface of the learning that is possible and I will
continue to translate in the months that come!

The goal of more Lightness, or self-carriage, with horses is one of the
primary reasons I chose to intern with Manuel.

Manuel’s teaching that Lightness is Proof of Balance reached new levels for me during my
internship, a benefit of sticking out the long hours and hard labor that is working in a professional
barn. There is literal balance, or re-balancing, as the horses withers drop exponentially when we
add our weight to their backs. Those moments when the horse’s back lifted like a wave under me
and I felt the self-carriage that is possible were rare and exquisite. During walk to canter and
canter to walk transitions I also felt my own personal horse begin to lift his forehand in ways that
made me realize how one might evolve training to the point of levade. Such power, such grace,
such ease were all accessible from this balanced point of lightness. As you might imagine, those
fleeting moments left me wanting more!

I could write a whole novel about the philosophical differences between the schools of
dressage, perhaps one encouraging lifting the horse’s forehand while the other espouses
pushing the horse’s hindquarters, all in an attempt to gain something we can all interpret
somewhat loosely as “lightness,” but I find that the ancient French Classical School on which
Manuel’s approach is based makes the most sense to me. I witnessed first-hand the logic,
efficiency and joy for the horses, particularly with Manuel's unique approach.
I was reminded first-hand that lightness is not achieved through an “all or nothing” mentality, for
example, throwing away the reins nor holding them tightly. Now, I knew this intellectually, but
getting a chance to practice repeatedly throughout the day for days on end is very powerful. In the
beginning, I had some fear based patterns that had me holding the reins tighter than either
Manuel or I would have preferred, alternating with being overly generous with the horses in an
attempt to “give reins” as Manuel would consistently request.

It was such a delicate and complex dance to coordinate the timing of my
aids
(mind, seat, leg, hands) to co-choreograph something elegant together with the horse while
gaining confidence, familiarity with the individual horse and doing my best to apply Manuel’s
principles

Timing of the Aids
To elaborate on the concept of lightness, the Timing of the Aids in relation to the footfall and
gravitational mass of the horse is another area Manuel emphasizes for good reason. When I
found those precise moments to request a downward or upward transition, to introduce a request,
time a cue or to release with the horse I experienced a sense of harmony in communication that
made the schooling feel like a true partnership. Lightness and balance are nearly impossible
without timing, otherwise we are setting our horses up for conflicting and confusing messages
that literally work against them.

The EASE that comes with right timing is a glorious thing to experience
as well as behold, which I often did in those stolen moments watching Manuel train between my
internship duties.

The Single Pillar
I am familiar with longeing the horse to help prepare them for the rider, as well as ground
schooling and work-in-hand to prepare them for more gymnastic movements like lateral work, but I
enjoyed the application of The Single Pillar—someone longeing the new horse on varying sized
circles with Manuel riding—to establish basics within a focused container.

The Pillar longeing approach helped the horses learn about the early stages of balance, and
therefore lightness, through collection on one side with bending and lateral work, as well as gave
them a calm and contained sense of what was expected. The horses really benefited from this
schooling and I saw them readily translating what they learned to the off-line schooling and in

larger areas. One of the treats of this time with Manuel and the horses was Manuel’s easy banter
with the horses verbally and physically, as well as the first hand, up close observation and
conversation we would have about what he was doing with his aids, why and when.

A System of Repetition & Reward

I am also familiar with the positive benefits of repetition and reward in learning, but I really
witnessed this first hand with the horses of different breeds and ages in Manuel’s training
program. Three times was a very popular number of repetitions, with some variations depending
on the horse, level of schooling, energy, etc. and then of course there was my learning through
repetition as well. Through consistency, the same standards became more readily accessible
physically and mentally, and then there is the sweet spot where the horse begins to anticipate
what is expected and offers it while still in partnership with the rider but before it becomes overly
rote or presumptuous. There are great nuances in Manuel’s system of training and I really
appreciated participating in every day training and experiencing some of these subtleties—

training is truly an art and a science.

.
Lynn Clifford
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